ABSTRACT. Complex multiplication in its simplest form is a geometric tiling property.
ana topology which now all comes unaer the heaaing of complex multiplication. Our purpose is to offer a minimal escription of this phenomenon using only "generally known" results.
THE PARALLELOGRAM GENERALIZATION.
We replace the rectangle by a parallelogram with a perloalc structure (torus).
This means that the parallelogram may now be subaiviae into pieces which may be move an reassemble accoralng to the group of vectors generate by the sies of the parallelogram. 
.).
When we introduce complex numbers we see that these are essentially the only shapes for division of a parallelogram "modulo translations" into two equal similar parts, and we also see why the configurations are described as "complex multlplications of norm two". (3.6a) where many different T (e.g., , 0 may be used, all related by PSL2(T.)(see (3.3) ), [1, 7] [i,0] 0 (all + a12)/(a217 + a22) (3.6b) We finally note the inclusion symbol Before evaluating F2(X,Y) we note the symmetry in X and Y, because of the reciprocal ole of Jl j(2v) and J2 j(v/2). The symmetry might worry us because F2(J(2v) j(v)) 0 and F2(J(2v) j(4v)) 0, leaving the impression that J(4v) is a conjugate of J(v). To explain this "paradox" requires a careful accounting of the Galois group permutations of the Ji (seen in (7.2abc) to be 3-dihedral).
Klein [13] introduced his solutions of equations by polyhedra precisely in this context, (the "icosahedron" entering for j(5), see Cohn [5] ).
ELL IPT IC INTEGRALS.
The classic way to forge a relation between j() and j (2) 
